
High Light of the HEP-Year  

ATLAS event display: Higgs => two electrons & two muons 



pp Cross Section and event rate 

Activity: A(t)=-dN/dt=1/τ*N(t),    where  τ = lifetime,  A(t) = events per second 

 

Lumi = 7*1033cm-2s-1, total cross section (see fig) = Σ = 100mb=10-25cm2 

Event Rate = L* Σ = 7*1033cm-2s-1 * 10-25cm2= 7*108s-1   per IP. 
 

This is automatically the proton loss rate due to lumi. 

 

Now   τ = N(t) / A(t) = 1380 bunches * 1011 protons per bunch / 7*108s-1  

              ≈ 1.4*1014 protons /2* 7*108s-1 ≈  28 h 

 

which fits amazingly wellllll !! 
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production rate of events is determined by the cross section Σreact 

and a parameter L that is given by the design of the accelerator: 

… the luminosity  



react 1pb
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The High light of the year 
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The luminosity is a storage ring quality parameter and depends on beam size ( β !! ) and stored current 

remember:  

1b=10-24 cm2 

Δp/p = 5*10-4 



  Future Projects  
Recommendations from European Strategy Group 

 #1 

 #2 

Proton –Proton Colliders => e+/e- colliders 

         LHC / HL-LHC, HE-LHC                       TLEP, CLIC 







e+ / e- Ring Colliders  
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U0  8.62 GeV
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Design Parameters TLEP 

 

 E = 175 GeV / beam 

 L = 100 km 

Circular e+ / e- colliders are severely limited by synchrotron radiation losses  

and have to be replaced for higher energies by linear accelerators 



Looking for highest acceleration technologies 

 to keep the linear structure as compact as possible 

crab nebula, 

burst of charged particles E = 10 20 eV  

Super conducting cavities   ΔE = 30 MV/m 

 

 

Normal conducting cavities, drive beam concept: ΔE = 100 MV/m 

 

In a linear structure we cannot use the accelerating gradient several 

times (i.e. turn by turn) 

=> the complete acceleration process has to be obtained in one go  



4xFour-cavity cryo module 400 MHz, 16 MV/beam 

Nb on Cu cavities @4.5 K (=LEP2) 

Beam pipe diam.=300mm 

The LHC RF system 

Bunch length (4) ns 1.06 

Energy spread (2) 10-3 0.22 

Synchr. rad. loss/turn 

 

Synchr. rad. power 

keV 

 

kW 

7 

 

3.6 

RF frequency M

Hz 

400 

Harmonic number 35640 

RF voltage/beam MV 16 

Energy gain/turn  keV 485 

Synchrotron 

frequency 

Hz 23.0 

LHC ... as a low gradient example   16 MV / 27000m 



CLIC ... a future Linear e+/ e- Accelerator  

Avoid bending magnets => no synchrotron radiation losses 

          => energy gain has to be obtained in ONE GO 



CLIC-Test Facility: CTF-3  

Proof of principle for the CLIC drive beam / main beam concept 

Test facility to study ultra high gradient  

acceleration 

... optimisation 

... technical set up 

... the limits => BD 



RF break downs have to be studied and understood in detail  
 

as they have impact on  

 

 => the accelerator performance (luminosity) 

 => beam quality 

 => and the accelerating structure itself 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“ how far can we go and how much can we optimise such a future accelerator  

before  we reach technical limits and how can we push these limits ? ”   



Pushing the technology to highest gradients 
  

means pushing the gradient to the limit set by voltage break downs.  

 

     Andrea Palaia studied in his thesis the impact that vacuum     

    discharges, or rf breakdowns, in high-gradient accelerator structures    

    have on the beam and as a consequence on the accelerator  

    performance  

RF Power during a Break Down                          Effect on the Beam 



Second High Light of the Year  


